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What is the MS AutoHoofClean?

At MS Schippers, we have developed an innovative footbath alternative, 
the MS AutoHoofClean. AutoHoofClean is automatic, effortless, and 
a good way of disinfecting and caring for hoofs. Tackle your hoof 
problems with continuous hygiene and care. 

The AutoHoofClean system consists of a mat filled with disinfection and 
conditoning products, an automatic pump, and a computer for control. 
The mats are placed at the exits of the milking system so that cows 
walk over the mat after each milking as they walk back to the group. 
This happens 3-6 times a day depending on your milking system. The 

mat is connected to an automatic pump that ensures the mat is always 
properly filled to ensure a proper ‘flushing effect’ of the hoofs. 

As Hoof health problems have been on the rise, farmers have turned 
to footbaths to tackle these issues. Typical footbaths are time-
consuming, disruptive to the cow flow within the herd, and involve the 
handling of harsh chemicals. When cows go through the footbath, the 
first ones through always receive the strongest solution, however, the 
last through the bath are typically dealing with the most issues. If they 
are the last through, they will receive the most ineffective product due 
to soiling. With AutoHoofclean, every cow receives fresh product with 
every visit!

The Results of the MS Autohoofclean

AutoHoofClean
24/7 Clean hooves
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The Advantages of the MS AutoHoofClean

• 24/7 hygiene and care
• Treatment 7 days a week, average 3-6 times a day
• No	more	filling	or	re-filling	of	hoof	baths
• No	exposure	or	handling	of	harsh	chemicals
• No	stress	for	the	dairy	cows,	easy	and	calm	in	use
• Every	cow	receives	fresh	product	with	every	visit,	no

more	infections	caused	by	dirty	or	soiled	footbaths

Traditional footbaths dry out the skin, whereas MS AutoHoofClean conditions the skin
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Monitor the 
effectiveness and 
track the results 
of your hoofcare 
program in our 
new HyCheck App!




